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Frequency modulation of spin-transfer oscillators
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Spin-polarized dc electric current flowing into a magnetic layer can induce precession of the
magnetization at a frequency that depends on current. We show that addition of an ac current to this
dc bias current results in a frequency modulatedsFMd spectral output, generating sidebands spaced
at the modulation frequency. The sideband amplitudes and shift of the center frequency with drive
amplitude are in good agreement with a nonlinear FM model that takes into account the nonlinear
frequency-current relation generally induced by spin transfer. Single-domain simulations show that
ac current modulates the cone angle of the magnetization precession, in turn modulating the
frequency via the demagnetizing field. These results are promising for communications and signal
processing applications of spin-transfer oscillators. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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The excitation of magnetization precession by a h
density dc electric current flowing perpendicularly throug
spin-valve structure offers the possibility of both a n
means of probing fundamental magnetic excitations and
namics, and new microwave applications for magnetic t
film devices.1,2 In these systems, spin-polarized electric
rent flowing into a magnetic layer exerts a torque on the l
magnetic moment if the spin polarization of the electric
rent and the magnetic moment are not parallel, an e
typically called spin-transfer.3,4 In the point contactsnano-
contactd structures discussed here, in which a 40 nm li
graphic contact is made to a continuous spin-v
multilayer consisting of thick and thin magnetic layers se
rated by a nonmagnetic spacer layer, this torque excites
netization precessional motion with a frequency ran
from 5 to 40 GHz that is tunable via both current and app
field.2 In addition, the excitation has a narrows1.5–50 MHzd
room temperature linewidth, leading to quality factorsQ
= f /Df on the order of 104 for these oscillators. The curren
tunability and highQ of these structures suggest the po
bility of their use in microwave signal processing appl
tions.

Although spin-transfer-induced magnetization pre
sion in nanocontacts was first predicted4 and then subse
quently observed,2,5 many aspects of these observations w
unanticipated, in particular the narrow spectral linewidth
the mode and the complicated dependence of the prece
frequency on dc current. For example, point contact s
tures show both red and blue shifts and discrete jumps
increasing current, the details of which depend on
strength and direction of the applied field.5 As a means o
probing the stability of these modes, and as a basic te
their suitability for communicating information—since
pure tone carries no information—we have made mea
ments in which we add a small ac current perturbation to
dc bias current, and measure the resultant spectral outp
the device as a function of the ac amplitude. We find
although the microwave signal generated by these oscill
arises from the precession of a magnetic moment in a h
nonlinear regimesi.e., large-angle precessiond, the device
nonetheless behave like conventional tunable oscilla

Nanocontact devices exhibit frequency modulationsFMd
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characteristics as a function of ac current amplitude tha
would expect from a device with a nonlinear curre
frequency transfer function, such as asymmetric side
suppression, and shifting of the resonance center frequ
The modulation frequencyfmod can vary widely for thes
devices, having been successfully modulated at freque
up to 0.9fprecession. We use a single-domain model that
cludes the Slonczewski spin-torque term2,4 to show how the
ac current affects the magnetization trajectory of the r
nance, altering the cone angle of the precession and c
quently changing the demagnetizing field, and thus the
effective field and frequency of precession.6

All measurements were made on structures consisti
point contacts made to continuous thin-film multilay
of the form Aus2.5 nmd–Cus1.5 nmd–Ni80Fe20s5 nmd
–Cus5 nmd–Co90Fe10s20 nmd–Cus50 nmd–SiO2–Si, sim-
ilar to those measured previously.2,5 To excite the spin
transfer resonance, a dc current was sent through the d
via the dc leg of a bias tee. A microwave power splitter
connected to the ac leg of the bias tee, allowing both in
tion of an ac signal into the device, and coupling of
generated high-frequency signals out of the device, t
subsequently measured by a 50 GHz spectrum analyz
has been described in more detail previously,2,5,7 the injected
dc current induces precessional motion of the NiFesfreed
layer of the spin valve above a critical currentIc. A change in
the relative alignment of the two layers causes a chan
the device resistance due to the giant magnetoresis
sGMRd effect, in turn creating an ac change in voltage th
then coupled out through the bias tee and power splitte

The spectral output of a typical resonance is show
the inset to Fig. 1. The frequency and amplitude of the r
nance are functions of the applied field magnitude and d
tion, and the applied current.5 The measurements repor
here are for an applied field of 0.7 T at 80° to the pl
sshown schematically in Fig. 1d, a particular configuratio
chosen for the large microwave output amplitude, na
linewidth, and smooth variation of the resonance frequ
with current, as shown in Fig. 1. This type of spin-trans
induced precession has generally been observed over a
of applied field angles, with the details of frequencyfprecessio

5
versus currentI changing with field strength and direction.

© 2005 American Institute of Physics6-1
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The frequency increases roughly linearly over the rang
currents from 6 to 8 mA, then increases at a more gra
rate for currents up to 9.5 mA.

To examine the effects of an ac current on the resona
the device was then biased to a fixed currentI0 and an addi
tional 40 MHz ac current was applied through the po
splitter, generating a time-varying resonance frequency
frequency modulation. In Fig. 2sad, the spectral outputs
I0=8.5 mA are shown for several input ac current am
tudes. The spectra generally show that with increasing m
lation current amplitudeDI, more power is driven into sid
bands positioned atf = f0±n 40 MHz sthe sideband ordern

FIG. 1. Frequency of spin-transfer-induced precessionfprecessionin a nano
contact as a function of dc bias current. Schematic shows sample me
ment geometry. Inset: Spectral output of nanocontact for several dc cu
showing variation of frequency and amplitude with current.

FIG. 2. sa–dd sColor onlined Effects of injected ac current on spin-trans
resonance, at a dc current bias ofI0=8.5 mA, fmod=40 MHz. Solid lines ar
sideband amplitudes, calculated as described in the text.s2ad Spectral outpu
of device for several input modulation amplitudesDI, showing sideban
changes and shift of center frequency vsDI. s2bd Shift of center frequenc
vs DI. s2cd Variation of upper and lower first-order sideband amplitude
DI. s2dd Variation of upper and lower second-order sideband amplitud
DI. Right scales show calculated sideband amplitudes, left scale me

sideband amplitudes normalized to center amplitudeASB/Acent.
f
l

,

.,

-

=1,2, . . . , andf0 the center frequencyd, with the specific
sideband magnitudes depending on the variation offprecessio
versusI in the vicinity of I0. For example, at a bias point
the linear region of thefprecessionversusI curve, such asI0
=7.5 mA, the upper and lower sidebands of a given o
have approximately the same amplitude, whereas whe
ased atI0=8.5 mA, a point in the curved region, the up
and lower sidebands have significantly different magnitu
and vary differently withDI fFig. 2sadg.

Multiple Lorentzians were simultaneously fit to the sp
tra for I0=8.5 mA to determine the spectral peak positi
and amplitudes, shown as functions ofDI in Figs. 2sbd–2sdd.
The upper and lower sideband amplitudes of a given o
vary in markedly different ways withDI. For example, fo
the first-order sidebandsff = f0±40 MHz, Fig. 2scdg, the up-
per sideband is larger in magnitude at a givenDI, and peak
at aDI higher than that for the lower sideband. In contr
for the second-order sidebandsff = f0±80 MHz, Fig. 2sddg,
the lower sideband is larger in magnitude for lowDI, with
the upper sideband becoming the larger forDI .0.75 mA.
Finally, the central peakfthe “carrier” frequencyf0, see Fig
2sbdg red shiftssdecreasesd significantly withDI. As will be
shown, these effects are due to the nonlinear shape off
versusI transfer curve in the neighborhood of 8.5 mA.

The general form for the output signal isVsI ,td
=RehṼsI ,tdj=RehV0 expsiusI ,tddj, where the phase angle
defined asusI ,td=2pe0

t fsIst8dddt8. For a system with a line
fprecession versus I characteristic of slopeA, i.e., fsId= f0

+AsI-I0d, if one assumes a current of the formIstd= I0

+DI coss2pfmodtd, the phase angle becomesusI ,td=v0t
+b sinsvmodtd, in which v0=2pf0,vmod=2pfmod, and the
modulation factorb; fdev/ fmod;ADI / fmod. The resulting

expression forṼsI ,td can be expanded in the Bessel seri

ṼsI,td = V0e
i„v0t+b sinsvmodtd… = V0e

iv0to
l=−`

`

Jlsbdeilvmodt, s1d

which shows that the amplitude of thelth sideband is pro
portional toJlsbd for linear FM.8

In the present case,f versusI ssee Fig. 1d is a higher
order polynomial inI, and can be expanded as a Taylor se
of ordern in the neighborhood ofI0=8.5 mA. The key poin
is that a sinsusoidal input current now results in a po
series in DI cossvmodtd for fsI ,td. Since each facto
cosksvmodtd can be expanded as a series in cossmvmodtdsm
økd, one finds that a series in sinsmvmodtdsmønd now re-
places the single sinusoidal term in Eq.s1d. In addition, eac
even power in the cosine power series also contributes a
linear in t, terms which are the sources of the shift of
carrier scenterd frequency.

With each harmonic ofvmod expanded as in Eq.s1d, the
expression forVsI0,DI ,td is then a product of Bessel seri
with the number of factors set by the order of the poly
mial. For example, the third-order expression is

ṼsI0,DI,td = V0e
iA0t o

l,m,p=`

`

JlsA1dJmsA2dJpsA3d

3eisl+2m+3pdvmodt, s2d

in which theAn are linear combinations of the Taylor co
ficients, andA0 is a sum ofv0=2pfsI0d and contribution

e-
s,

d

from even powers in the Taylor expansion. TheAi are in
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general functions ofI0, DI, andvmod, and are analogous
the modulation factorb= fdev/ fmod in linear FM. This sum
has terms proportional to sinsA0td, sinsA0t±vmodtd,
sinsA0t±2vmodtd, sinsA0t±3vmodtd , . . . describing a carrier a
a sshiftedd frequencyA0/2p, plus sidebands at integer h
monics of fmod. A given sideband’s amplitude is a sum
terms such that the suml +2m+3p is equal to the order of th
sideband, i.e., ±1, ±2, etc. The indicesl, m, p can be eithe
positive or negative, increasing the number of contribu
terms to a given order, and producing the asymmetry in
plitudes between the upper and lower sidebands.

The computed center frequency shift and sideband
plitudes as functions of drive amplitude are shown as
solid lines in Figs. 2sbd–2sdd, determined using a fifth-ord
Taylor series forf versusI aroundI0=8.5 mA. As seen i
Fig. 2, the above expressions accurately predict both th
shift of the center frequency, and reasonably predict the
tive variations of the sideband amplitudes withDI, up to a
constant amplitude factor. The model describes the amp
difference between the upper and lower sidebands of a
order, and also the crossover in their relative magnit
srecall that for linear FM, the magnitudes of the upper
lower sidebands of a given order are equal.d The overal
magnitudes of the calculated sidebandssbut not the carrie
frequency amplituded are too large by a factor of 1.5, a fac
that varied with bias point. This possibly results from n
linearities in theI –V curve, or from nonlinear amplitud
modulation effects not included in the theory. The amplit
of the output signal is not constant withI ssee coarse vari
tion of amplitude in Fig. 1 insetd, on average decreasi
away fromI0, decreasing the amplitudes of the sideband9

It is worth emphasizing that these observed FM eff
are not simply electrical, e.g., the result of signal mixing
to a nonlinearI –V relation, but rather correspond to perio
variations in the trajectory of the magnetization of the
layer of the nanocontact structure, detected via the G
effect. As a heuristic method for understanding of the eff
of low-frequency FM on the trajectory of the magnetizat
simulations of current-induced dynamics in single-dom
structures were performed. The simulations were base
integration of a Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation, modi
as described by Slonczewski2,4 to include the effects of sp
torque. As noted previously, these simulations give qual
tive information on frequencies and trajectories, but fa
predict quantitative details such as the magnitudes o
critical current or the slope of the frequency versus curr

Simulated trajectories of a 100 nm3100 nm device fo
both zero and nonzero modulation amplitudes over one
period of the modulation are shown in Fig. 3 for an app
field m0Happ=0.7 T at 80° to the film plane.2 In this configu-
ration, the simulations predict a roughly linear dependen
frequency on applied current. The trajectory for nonz
modulation has a larger width in thez directionsperpendicu
lar to the film planed. The modulation drives the magnetiz
tion periodically more into and out of the plane, expand
and contracting the cone of precession. This decrease
increases the demagnetizing field, which in turn modu
the net effective field and the precession frequency. The
jection onto they-z plane shows that the average value of

magnetization perpendicular to the plane oscillates at the
-

-

d
-

e
n
s

n

f

f

d
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modulation frequency. These results support the notion
the large-angle precessional modes of the magnetizatio
duced by spin transfer are stable and tolerant of signifi
scurrent-inducedd perturbations. Current-driven modulat
of the device produces frequency modulation effectssside-
bands and frequency shiftsd that are well-described by a sta
dard FM model using the nonlinear current-frequency tr
fer curve determined experimentally.
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FIG. 3. sColor onlined Plot of computed single-domain magnetization
jectory with sgrayscale symbolsd and withoutslight gray lined injected ac
current modulation, over one modulation period. Color scale on traje
denotes phase of ac modulation, from graysac current at minimumd to black
sac current at maximumd. Axes are in units of the saturation magnetizat
Trajectories also projected ontoy-z plane to show spreading of the orbit
the z direction with drive. Simulations shown are atT=0 K, to more easil
see the trajectory. ac current values differ from measured values d
different slope of calculatedf vs I curve, and uncertainties in the abso
scaling of I in the model. Inset: Fourier transforms ofx component o
trajectories, showing frequency sidebands generated during modulati
precise knowledge of the amplitudes at the device.


